
11th-12th Grade Computer Programming Unit: 1 
Grade Level: 11-12 
Unit Name: (2 weeks) 

Priority Standards:  
 
9-10.DA.S.01 Translate and 
compare different bit representations 
of data types, such as characters, 
numbers and images. 
 
9-10.NI.C.03 Recommend security 
measures to address various 
scenarios based on information 
security principles. 
 
9-10.DA.IM.01 Show the 
relationships between collected data 
elements using computational 
models. 
 
11-12.CS.T.01 Describe how 
hardware components facilitate 
logic, input, output and storage in 
computing systems. 
 
11-12.DA.S.01 Compare different bit 
representations of data types, such 
as characters, Booleans and 
numbers while recognizing when 
using each data type is appropriate. 

Learning Targets: 
 

• Communicate with classmates about 

computing innovations in their lives. 

• Describe positive and negative effects 

of computing innovations. 

• Create a device for sending a single bit 

of information - state A or state B - over 

a distance. 

• Analyze the possibilities and limitations 

that arise when sending binary 

messages. 

• Explain or demonstrate how to use a 

binary message sending device to send 

messages that have more than two 

states. 

• Explain how synchronization and 

coordination enable the transmission of 

binary messages. 

• Develop a protocol for exchanging 

binary messages in two directions. 

• Calculate the bit rate for a binary 

message exchange. 

• Provide a definition of "bit" and relate it 

to the binary messages they have seen 

so far. 

• Reason about patterns and symbols as 

arbitrary abstract concepts that can be 

used to represent numbers. 

• Invent their own “number system” with 

symbols and rules for getting from one 

pattern to the next. 

Supporting Standards:  
 
CSTA K-12 Computer Science Standards 

(2011) 

CI - Community, Global, and Ethical Impacts 

Computer Science Principles 

7.1 - Computing enhances communication, 

interaction, and cognition. 

7.2 - Computing enables innovation in nearly 

every field. 

7.3 - Computing has a global affect -- both 

beneficial and harmful -- on people and society. 

7.4 - Computing innovations influence and are 

influenced by the economic, social, and cultural 

contexts in which they are designed and used. 

CSTA K-12 Computer Science Standards 

(2017) 

IC - Impacts of Computing 

CSTA K-12 Computer Science Standards 

(2011) 

CL - Collaboration 

CT - Computational Thinking 

Computer Science Principles 



• Describe how to use bits to create a 

functioning number system 

• Understand the relationship between the 

powers of 2 and the number of bits 

needed to express a number of a certain 

magnitude. e.g. How many bits do I 

need to represent the number “15”, or 

“32”, or “1492”? 

• Determine, for a given number of bits, 

both the number of possible numbers 

that can be represented and also the 

range of those numbers 

• Describe how to use bits to create a 

functioning number system 

• Understand the relationship between the 

powers of 2 and the number of bits 

needed to express a number of a certain 

magnitude. e.g. How many bits do I 

need to represent the number “15”, or 

“32”, or “1492”? 

• Determine, for a given number of bits, 

both the number of possible numbers 

that can be represented and also the 

range of those numbers 

• Describe how to use bits to create a 

functioning number system 

• Understand the relationship between the 

powers of 2 and the number of bits 

needed to express a number of a certain 

magnitude. e.g. How many bits do I 

need to represent the number “15”, or 

“32”, or “1492”? 

• Determine, for a given number of bits, 

both the number of possible numbers 

that can be represented and also the 

range of those numbers 

 

2.1 - A variety of abstractions built upon binary 

sequences can be used to represent all digital 

data. 

3.3 - There are tradeoffs when representing 

information as digital data. 

CSTA K-12 Computer Science Standards 

(2017) 

AP - Algorithms & Programming 

DA - Data & Analysis 

NI - Networks & the Internet 

CSTA K-12 Computer Science Standards 

(2011) 

CL - Collaboration 

CT - Computational Thinking 

CT.L2:7 - Represent data in a variety of ways 

including text, sounds, pictures and numbers. 

CT.L2:8 - Use visual representations of 

problem states, structures and data (e.g., 

graphs, charts, network diagrams, flowcharts). 

CT.L2:9 - Interact with content-specific models 

and simulations (e.g., ecosystems, epidemics, 

molecular dynamics) to support learning and 

research. 

Computer Science Principles 

2.1 - A variety of abstractions built upon binary 

sequences can be used to represent all digital 

data. 



2.3 - Models and simulations use abstraction to 

generate new understanding and knowledge. 

3.1 - People use computer programs to process 

information to gain insight and knowledge. 

3.3 - There are tradeoffs when representing 

information as digital data. 

6.1 - The Internet is a network of autonomous 

systems. 

6.2 - Characteristics of the Internet influence 

the systems built on it. 

CSTA K-12 Computer Science Standards 

(2017) 

AP - Algorithms & Programming 

DA - Data & Analysis 

NI - Networks & the Internet 

CSTA K-12 Computer Science Standards 

(2011) 

CT - Computational Thinking 

Computer Science Principles 

2.1 - A variety of abstractions built upon binary 

sequences can be used to represent all digital 

data. 

2.3 - Models and simulations use abstraction to 

generate new understanding and knowledge. 

CSTA K-12 Computer Science Standards 

(2017) 



DA - Data & Analysis 

CSTA K-12 Computer Science Standards 

(2011) 

CT - Computational Thinking 

Computer Science Principles 

2.1 - A variety of abstractions built upon binary 

sequences can be used to represent all digital 

data. 

2.3 - Models and simulations use abstraction to 

generate new understanding and knowledge. 

3.1 - People use computer programs to process 

information to gain insight and knowledge. 

CSTA K-12 Computer Science Standards 

(2017) 

DA - Data & Analysis 

CSTA K-12 Computer Science Standards 

(2011) 

CT - Computational Thinking 

Computer Science Principles 

2.1 - A variety of abstractions built upon binary 

sequences can be used to represent all digital 

data. 

2.3 - Models and simulations use abstraction to 

generate new understanding and knowledge. 

3.1 - People use computer programs to process 

information to gain insight and knowledge. 



6.2 - Characteristics of the Internet influence 

the systems built on it. 

CSTA K-12 Computer Science Standards 

(2017) 

AP - Algorithms & Programming 

DA - Data & Analysis 

NI - Networks & the Internet 

CSTA K-12 Computer Science Standards 

(2011) 

CL - Collaboration 

CT - Computational Thinking 

Computer Science Principles 

2.1 - A variety of abstractions built upon binary 

sequences can be used to represent all digital 

data. 

2.2 - Multiple levels of abstraction are used to 

write programs or create other computational 

artifacts 

CSTA K-12 Computer Science Standards 

(2017) 

AP - Algorithms & Programming 

DA - Data & Analysis 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



Big Ideas: 
 
Lesson 1- students should begin thinking about 

the ways in which they might be able to solve 

problems relevant to their lives with 

technological innovations. 

 

Lesson 2- reveal that just because we now 

know how binary numbers work, there are still 

challenges of information representation and 

communication. 

 

Lesson 3- engage students in a rather 

challenging problem of engineering a physical 

network for digital communications. 

 

Lesson 4- in computer science it’s common to 

move between different representations of 

numbers. 

 

Lesson 5- Number systems help us express and 

reason about quantities. 

 

Lesson 6- just because we now know binary 

numbers work, there are still challenges of 

information representation and communication. 

 

Lesson 7- understand the ways the most 

common types of information, text and 

numbers, are stored using binary. 

 

 

Essential Unit Questions: 
 

What is a simpler way of representing 

something complex? 

 

Develop a protocol designed for a graph that is 

not a square, how does this alter the format of 

your protocol? 

 

Is this protocol specific enough to allow useful 

communication of a binary message? If not, 

what information would need to be added to it? 

 

"How many different ways can you represent 

the quantity “7”? Take one minute to write 

your ideas down before sharing with your 

neighbors." 

 

"What's the largest number you can make in 

binary with the binary odometer?" 

 

Compare your systems. How are they the 

same? How are they different? 

 

What's the minimum number of bits each of 

your system would need per character? How do 

you know? 

 

Vocabulary: 
 

1. Abstraction - a simplified representation 

of something more complex. 

Abstractions allow you to hide details to 

help you manage complexity, focus on 

relevant concepts, and reason about 

problems at a higher level. 

2. ASCII - American Standard Code for 

Information Interchange; the 

universally recognized raw text format 

that any computer can understand 

3. Protocol - A set of rules governing the 

exchange or transmission of data 

between devices. 

4. Bandwidth - Transmission capacity 

measure by bit rate 

5. Bit - A contraction of "Binary Digit"; 

the single unit of information in a 

computer, typically represented as a 0 

or 1 

6. Bit rate - (sometimes written bitrate) the 

number of bits that are conveyed or 

processed per unit of time. e.g. 8 

bits/sec. 

7. Latency - Time it takes for a bit to 

travel from its sender to its receiver. 

8. Binary - A way of representing 

information using only two options. 

9. Innovation - A new or improved idea, 

device, product, etc, or the development 

thereof 

 



 


